Route to Sun RV Resorts 2018 Giveaway
Sun RV Resorts will hold a drawing by January 31, 2019 to select the winning recipient from all entries received in
“Choose Your Stay 2018 Giveaway.” The winning recipient (hereinafter referred to as “Recipient”) will receive:
1. 7 nights on (1) RV site OR 3 nights in (1) Vacation Rental for use in 2019 at Cava Robles RV Resort in
2. Paso Robles, California or Carolina Pines RV Resort in Conway, SC.
3. (1) $1500 gift card for use in defraying travel expenses.
4. . Dinner at the selected resort’s bistro restaurant during the stay period. Monetary value not to
exceed $150.
5. and Conditions:
Terms
1. Only one entry per individual is permitted.
2. The (1) RV site OR (1) Vacation Rental must be used during consecutive days.
3. The (1) RV site OR (1) Vacation Rental will be preselected by the resort.
4. Reservations must be made at least sixty (60) days in advance, and blackout dates may apply at select resorts.
Blackout dates include high season months, holidays and special event days.
5. Up to 2 adults and 2 children can be accommodated.
6. Prize is non-‐transferrable, and has no redeemable or refundable cash value.
7. Recipient will be responsible for any additional fees that may include, but are not limited to, airfare, travel,
fuel costs, taxes, utilities, and other resort fees.
8. Recipient will be required to provide written acknowledgement that Recipient has read, and will comply with the
rules, regulations, terms and conditions of Sun RV Resorts, Cava Robles RV Resort and Carolina Pines RV Resort; that
Recipient has not perpetrated and will not perpetrate any fraud or deception in connection with this promotion and
has not sought to influence the outcome of the promotion other than participating as expressly permitted in its
terms and conditions.
9. Recipient will be required to acknowledge that Recipient agrees to be responsible for all federal, state and local
taxes associated with the Promotion.
10. Recipient will be required to sign a release which indemnifies and holds harmless Sun RV Resorts; its respective
parent entities, subsidiaries, resorts, communities, employees, officers, directors, representatives and agents, as well
as the heirs, executors, administrators, personal representatives, successors and assigns (collectively, the
“Releases”) of same from any claims, All participants in this promotion declare that:
a. They are legal residents of either the 50 United States, the District of Columbia and/or Canada, and have a
valid Social Security number;
b. They are 18 years of age or older at the time of entry;
c. Neither participants or winning recipients, nor anyone with whom they live (whether or not related),
nor any of their immediate family members (spouse, parent, child, sibling or their respective spouses,
regardless of where they reside) is an employee, officer, director, representative of Sun RV Resorts, its
respective parent entity, subsidiaries, affiliates or advertising and promotion agencies.
d. By entering the sweepstakes, participants agree to receive email communications periodically from Sun RV
Resorts and can opt out from receiving this communication at any time by clicking the unsubscribe link in
the email.

